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1) 1. A short hedge is one in which 

a. the margin requirement is waived 

b. the futures price is lower than the spot price 
c. the hedger is short futures 

d. the hedger is short in the spot market 

2) What happens to the basis through the contract's life? 

a. it initially increases, then decreases 
b. it moves toward zero 

c. it initially decreases, then increases 

d. it remains relatively steady 

 

3) An anticipatory hedge is one in which 

a. the hedger expects to make a profit on the futures 
b. the spot position will be taken in the future 

c. all are correct 

d. the basis is expected to fall 

 

4) According to black Scholes, the stocks with the call option pays the 

a) Dividend’s 

b) No dividends 

c) Current price 

d) past price 

5)The yield on treasury bill with a maturity is classified  as a risk free 

rate but must be equal to an  

a)option closing price 

b)option beginning price 

c)option expiration 



d)option model 

6)According to black scholes model,the purchaser can borrow  fraction 

of security at risk free interest rate which is 

a)short term 

b)long term 

c)transaction cost 

d)no transaction cost 

7) According to black Scholes model, the short term seller receives 

today’s price which 

a)Short term cash proceeds 

b)Proceeds in  cheques 

c)Full cash proceeds 

d)Zero proceeds 

8)In an option pricing, a rises in risk free rate results in options value 

a)slight time decreases 

b)slight increases 

c)slight decreases 

d)slight time increases 

9) In a forward contract the party who commits to sell an asset at a 
specified date in the future takes a(n) position, and the party who 

commits to buy an asset at a specified date in the future takes a(n) 

position. 
(a) risk seeking; risk averse 

(b) open; closed 

(c) closed; open 
(d) short; long 

 



10) Assume the one year forward rate for a share of stock is $45, the 
spot price is $41 and the risk free rate is 5% pa. The observed forward 

price is and the implied forward price is : 

(a) $45; $41 
(b) $45; $43.05 

(c) $41; $45 

(d) $41; $43.05 

 

11) An investment strategy that requires no outlay of an investor's own 

money to generate positive riskless profits is: 

(a) arbitrage 
(b) risk seeking 

(c) portfolio replicating 

(d) beta adjusting 

12) An OTC forward contract is: 

(a) an option to call 

(b) a forward contract for which the payback is outside the contract 
period 

(c) a customised agreement that is not traded on an exchange 

(d) a standardised agreement that is traded on an exchange 

 

13) Which of the following is private contract? 

a) Options on Futures 

b)futures 

c)forwards  

d)options 

14) Which is a type of broker? 

a)trader 

b)account executive 

c)hedger 



d)speculator 

15) The most important benefit to society of the futures market 

a)hedging 

b)arbitrage 

c)Speculation 

d)price discovery 

 

16) Type of option that is easier to analyze or trade 

a)American 

b)Euro 

c)candian 

d)European 

17) Treasury options are traded on which exchange 

a) Phildelphia b) Chicago C) American d) New York 

18) Which option type has the largest open volume? 

a)Stock b)Foreign currency c)index d)options on futures 

19) If trading gets crazy the last few minutes of trading, the closing price 

will be set by the 

a) Executive council b) direct clearing group c) clearing center d) 

settlement committee 

 

20) Option that can be exercised before or at the time of expiration 

a)Euro b)European c)American d)Candian 

21) The basis will usually be wider for 

a) more distant contracts 



b) the same for all contracts 

c) less distant contracts 

d) uncorrelated with distance 

22) Under the theory of normal backwardation, futures prices will tend 

to rise over the life of a contract because ____________ tend to be 

a) hedgers, long the futures market 

b) speculators, long the futures market 

c) speculators, short the futures market 

d) hedgers, short the futures market 

23) Risk of two securities with different expected return can be 
compared with: 

a) Coefficient of variation 
b) Standard deviation of securities 

c) Variance of Securities 

d)coefficient of derivate 

24) A portfolio having two risky securities can be turned risk less if 
a) The securities are completely positively correlated 

b) If the correlation ranges between zero and one 

c) The securities are completely negatively correlated 

d) If the correlation ranges between one and ten 

25) Efficient frontier comprises of 

 

a) Portfolios that have negatively correlated securities 
b) Portfolios that have positively correlated securities 

c) Inefficient portfolios 

d) efficient portfolios 

26) Efficient portfolios can be defined as those portfolios which for a 

given level of risk provides 

 
a) Maximum return 



b) Average return 
c) Minimum return 

d) No return 

27) Capital market line is: 

 
a) Capital allocation line of a market portfolio 

b) Capital allocation line of a risk free asset 

c) Both a and b 

d) no allocation 

28) CAPM accounts for: 

 
a) Unsystematic risk 

b) Systematic risk 

c) Both a and b 

d)Symmetrical risk 

29) The point of tangency between risk return indifferences curves and 

efficient frontier highlights: 

 
a) Optimal portfolio 

b) Efficient portfolio 

c) Sub-optimal portfolio 

d) negative portfolio 

 

30) A portfolio comprises two securities and the expected return on them 

is 12% and 16% respectively. Determine return of portfolio if first 
security constitutes 40% of total portfolio. 

 
a) 12.4% 

b) 13.4% 

c) 14.4% 

d) 15.4% 

 

 



31)It is an exchange where a variety of commodities and derivatives  

products are traded. 

a) Commodities exchange b)derivatives exchange c)options d)hedges 

 

32) It is an professionally managed online multi commodity exchange 

a)DEX b) MCX  c)NCDEX d)NDE 

33)It is India’s first listed exchange 

a)MCX  b)NCDEX  c) DCX  d)NCE  

34)_____buys or sells in the futures market to secure the futures price of 

a commudity intended to be sold at a later date in the cash market. 

a)arbitrage  b)hedger  c) option  d) futures 

35)If the price of the same asset is unusual in two markets ,there will be 

operators who will buy in the market where the asset sells cheap and sell 

in the market where it is costly is call ______ 

a)Hedger b)  future  c)option d)Arbitrage 

36)_____financial instrument which derives its value/price from the 

underlying assets. 

a)Commodities  b)Derivatives c) Option d)Hedges 

37) It is the customized contract between two entities where settlement 

takes place on a specific date in the future at today’s pre agreed price. 

a) A forward contract b)A backward contract c) A negative contract d)A 

positive contract 

38)___are option to buy or sell a swap that will become operative at the 

expiry of the options. 

a)T Swaptions b)D Swaptions c)E Swaptions d)C Swaptions 

39)Longer dated options are called ___and are generally traded over the 

counter. 

a) warrants b)hedges c)options d)futures  



40)_____ use futures or options markets to reduce or eliminate these 

risk. 

a) Arbitrage b) Options C) hedgers d) derivatives. 

41)______are those who enter in to a derivative contract to make profit 

by assuming risk. 

a) Speculators b) Options C)Futures d) hedgers . 

42)_______is the financial instrument / commodities on which 

derivative price is based. 

a)Future Price b)Underline asset C) Open Interest d) Derivative price 

43)The amount that must be deposited in the margin account while 

entering in to Futures contract is known as ________. 

a) Future price b) Settlement Price C) Initial margin D) Maintenance 

Margin. 

44) _______the price at which a contract is entered today to buy or sell a 

security or commodity at a certain dating future. 

a) Future Price b) Settlement price C) derivative price d) commodity 

price. 

45)________the price at which settlement of future contract is done. 

a) Option b)Asset C) settlement price d) Spot price. 

46)________cost is the holding cost such as storage cost , interest cost , 

etc. less the income earn from such asset. 

a) Cost of Carry. b) Capital C) Cost of waiting d) Cost of maintenance. 

47) The period over which future contract is traded is called _______. 

a) Trade cycle b) Future cycle. C) Option cycle d) contract cycle. 

 

48)________is the last day on which a future contract is traded. 

a)Expiry date b) Manufacturing date c) Current date d) Future date. 



49) In futures contract difference between futures price and spot price is 

known as______ 

a) Time lapses b) Basis c) Delta d) lot size. 

50)________margin is payable to ensure that balance in the margin 

account of a futures contract never becomes negative. 

a) Maintenance b) Capital C)Max d) Min. 

51) __________refers to total number of futures contracts outstanding at 

the end of trading day 

A) Simple Interest b) Close interest C) Open Interest d) Composite 

interest. 

52)__________model is used in valuing futures 

a) Cost of maintenance b) Cost of Carry C) Cost of storage d) Cost of 

waiting. 

53) The process of reduction between difference of future and spot price 

and them eventually becoming equal with passage of time is known as 

__________. 

a) Diversions b) Conversions c) reduction d) Negation. 

54) Situation where the spot price and future price may not fully 

converge on the settlement day is known as __________risk. 

a)Capital b) maintenance c)basis d) Time 

55) A situation where a security is being traded at a higher price in cash 

market as compare to future market is known as __________. 

a)backwardation b)Forwardation c)Normal backwardation d) normal 

forwardation . 

56) a situation where expected spot price in future is higher as compare 

to its price in the futures market is known as ________. 

a)backwardation b)forwardation c)Normal backwardation d) normal 

forwardation . 



57) A person buying futures contract is set to hold a _________ position. 

A) short b) long c) middle d) front. 

58) A person holding a long position in spot market should take 

________hedge in futures market to restrict his losses. 

A) short b) long c) middle d) front. 

59) A variation in contract size of futures contract and current position 

may lead to _______ hedge. 

a) Perfect b) simple c) imperfect d) complex 

60) A bullish speculator will enter in to a _________future contract. 

A) short b) long c) middle d) front. 

61)_________ arbitrage is used when spot rate plus cost of carry is 

higher as compared to future price of the underlying asset. 

a) Total cash b) Reverse cash c) Carry d) reverse cash and carry. 

62) An option which gives its holder right but not an obligation to sell an 

asset at a future date is known as _________option. 

A) Call b) Put c) Hold d) Push. 

63) An option that can be exercised only on expiration date is known as 

________ 

a) Euro b) American c) Chicago d) European 

64) An at- the- money stock call option has a strike price of Rs. 150, the 

current market price of this stock would be Rs._________. 

A) 150 b)151 c) 152 d) 154. 

65) An option leads to negative cash flow to its holder if exercised 

immediately is known as ________. 

a) Out –of- the -money b) at –the- money c) In-the-money d) out-in-the-

money 



66) Difference between option premium and its intrinsic value is known 

as ______ 

a) Cost value of the option b) money value of the option C) call value of 

the option  

d) Time value of the option 

67) X ltd has current market price of Rs.165 , a call option with as strike 
price of Rs.161 costs Rs.7 at NSE. Intrinsic value of this option is 

Rs._________ 

a) 1. b) 4. C) 3. D) 5 

68) A Put option of X ltd has as strike of Rs.275 and is valued at Rs.12 . 

This option will break even for the option buyer when the market price 

of  X Ltd is Rs._________ 

a)263 b) 264 C) 260 D) 262. 

69) An ________ is the financial instrument / commodity on which 

derivative price is based. 

a) Asset b) Capital C) Stock D) Underlying. 

70) _________ refers to the no of units of the underlying asset that will 

be traded in one options contract  

a) Contract size b) lot size c) Contract unit d) trade contract  

71) Premium of a call option on stock of X ltd is Rs 12.60 , if the tick 

size is Rs. 0.05 the next lower premium will be Rs._______ 

a) 12.65 b) 12.00 c) 12.55 d) 12.44 

72) NSE offers 7-1-7 options for share of X ltd with lowest strike price 

being Rs.2250 and strike interval of 75, the strike price of next option 

will be Rs.________ 

a) 2325 b) 2300 c) 2357 d) 2320 

73) Act to black and Scholes option pricing model % change in the 

prices of underlying asset follows a _________ distribution. 



A) Normal b) Simple c) Log d) lognormal  

74) Black and Scholes model of option valuation is based on _______ 

time intervals 

a) Continuous b) break c) lapse d) discontinuous  

75) Binomial model of option valuation is also known as risk free and 

________ free model of option valuation. 

a) Hedge b) future c) arbitrage d) option 

76) Put call parity will work only with _________options  

a) European b) Canadian c) American d) Euro  

77) _______ model of option valuation facilitates non standardize 

features  

a) Trinomial b) Scholes c) black d) binomial 

78)The price at which the underlying asset is traded in cash market is 

known as ______price 

a)Spot b)credit c) future d)hedge 

79)The price at which the futures contract for an underlying asset trades 

in the derivative market is known as ______price 

a)cash b) credit c)future d)spot 

80)The period over which the future contract is traded is known as 

_______ 

a)future period b)contract cycle c) spot period d) hedge period 

81)Number of units of underlying asset traded in a single future contract 

is known as ____size 

a)contract b)lot c)contract or lot d) plus  

82)The amount to be deposited while entering into a futures contract is 

known as ______ 



a)initial margin b)premium c) mark to market margin d)maintenance 

margin  

83)The concept of _____is used to prevent any fraud or error in contract 

price in derivative contract. 

a)price steps b)price bands c) contract size d)contract band  

84)Low open interest indicates ____liquidity for futures of the 

underlying asset. 

a)low b)high c)medium d)no  

85)Higher expected dividend yield will lead to ____basis. 

a)higher b)lower c)medium d)no  

86)A situation where the underlying asset in cash market and futures 

market is not same but similar to each other is known as ______hedge 

a)straight b)curved c) cross d)complex  

87)A security is said to be in ______when it is being traded at a higher 

price in futures market as compared to its price in spot market. 

a)backwardation b)normal contango c) normal backwardation 

d)contango  

88)A situation where future price is higher than spot market  price as 

well as the expected spot price in future is known as  

a)backwardation with normal contango 

b)contango with normal backwardation  

c)backwardation with normal backwardation 

d) contango with normal contango  

89) A situation where future price is higher than spot market price but 

expected spot price in future is higher than future price is  known 

as_____ 

a)backwardation with normal contango 



b)contango with normal backwardation  

c)backwardation with normal backwardation 

d) contango with normal contango  

90) Futures contracts have ____payoffs 

a)symmetrical b)non linear c) flat d)cured 

 


